Vetting Covid-19– reactions from OM stakeholders
Safety of our staff remains most important at all times, especially while our managed vessels calling terminals
for loading /discharge operation. We took the initiative of discussing with various Oil Majors since their group
meeting at Dubai early this year, whilst effectively liaising with INTERTANKO. After concerted efforts from
members, OCIMF, Oil Majors have advised their temporary direction of vetting process going forward.
Basis the feedback we are following up as closely as possible through local agents, SIRE inspecting companies,
Oil Majors, Owners and charterers as per below.
1.We are inviting Oil Majors as usual and take action as per feedback from the relevant oil major.
2.Check early with terminal through local agents regarding permission for the sire inspector’s boarding.
3.Should inspection is not permitted by the terminal we retain the info should any Oil major would require the
same going forward.
4.At all times maintain effective and prompt communication with Owners/Charterers

17th March
Oil Companies International Marine Forum - OCIMF
OCIMF encourages it submitting members to take a pragmatic approach when considering the commissioning of
inspections in affected areas in the current situation. It should be noted that SIRE/OVID inspections are commissioned
by submitting members and not the OCIMF Secretariat. The acceptance, or otherwise, of a SIRE/OVID report for
reasons of age is a matter for individual recipients and not the OCIMF Secretariat.
In response to recent industry engagement, a number of submitting members and recipient members have indicated
that they will apply sound judgement, pragmatism and flexibility when considering the commissioning of inspections
and evaluating inspection reports for vessel eligibility.
OCIMF encourages vessel operators to engage early and engage directly with submitting members with regards to any
challenges that may be experienced in conducting SIRE inspections.
Inspectors are encouraged to engage with the member commissioning the inspection and to monitor and follow the
health and travel advice provided by the WHO and by relevant national health authorities when making their decision
on travel for SIRE/OVID inspections. This includes the use of prevention and control measures such as personal
hygiene and use of personal protective equipment.

Chemical Distribution Institute – CDI
1. Ship Operators should continue to submit inspection requests to CDI in the usual manner.
2. However, to facilitate this on a temporary basis CDI will now have to nominate available inspectors based locally
in the country or in an adjacent country of the inspection request.
3. None the less, in the scenario where, following a request for a ship inspection and where CDI is unable to
nominate an inspector to a particular port/country, due to COVID-19 related matters. CDI will, temporarily, on a
case by case basis, extend the active report for the ship for a period of 2 months from the anniversary date of the
initial inspection. (However, all archived reports will continue to remain archived).
CDI is continuing to regularly review the situation as matters change and develop daily.
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SHELL
We have not set a specific change on SIRE validity. We will look at each situation on a case by case basis. We will
try to remain pragmatic and aware of the challenges. We would recommend that as a vessel gets closer to the 6month SIRE date they should document the efforts they have made to get re-inspected or the challenges they
encountered.

P66
These are indeed unprecedented times and we empathize with vessel crews and the hardships they are facing. We
want to assure you that we will work with all vessel operators during this difficult period. We have internal controls in
place to screen vessels on a case by case basis which includes flexibility on SIRE and CDI inspections.
We encourage vessel operators to have contingency plans in place for all aspects of shipboard operations, not only for
vetting inspections but also for stores, spare part supply and Class certification surveys.
All services with shore personnel needs to be kept to a minimum; harmonized with agents as best as possible to avoid
un-necessary contact with shore personnel. Understanding and seeking different perspectives is key to finding
solutions, so please inform your members to keep up the dialogue with us and their respective charterer’s / oil
companies.
Our vessel operators and vessel crew have done a tremendous job navigating this situation while also continuing to
deliver our commodity and providing energy to the world.

ShipVet Services Ltd
We are already in the process of discussing extensions to the validity of Sire & CDI reports from 6 to 12 months with
our clients.

Kuwait Oil Company
We are monitoring the unfolding scenario very closely and will take the necessary steps to ensure safe transportation
of cargoes in and out of Kuwait.

LUKOIL
We can assure you that we take into account these circumstances in the process of arranging inspections as per
OCIMF SIRE format and will handle each tanker's assessment on the case-by-case basis

AMPOL
At AMPOL we are taking pragmatic approach on this and each vessel is reviewed case by case depending upon vessels
overall profile and various factors (available SIRE history, PSC history, Incident records, Terminal Feedbacks and
operators’ overall profile). We will accept Load port and/or Idle SIRE inspections. Vessel will not be rejected only
because of SIRE inspection being more than six months old.

18th March
BP*
Vetting: We will evaluate vessels whose 6 monthly SIRE inspections are affected on a case by case basis. We will
consider all the available information that is at hand, including continued compliance with relevant regulatory
requirements of the vessel.
SIRE inspections: We will consider BP SIRE inspection requests in affected regions / countries on a case by case basis
and will endeavour to continue inspections using in-country inspectors. In the event that an in-country inspector is not
available in these affected regions / countries, then such inspection request will be rejected so you are advised to plan
for alternative arrangements.
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IMT*
IMT is taking a pragmatic approach and applying flexibility considering the vessel’s trading pattern and ports called
when reviewing the vessels last SIRE inspection report as part of vessels screening process. In some cases, we may
need additional information from the operators to evaluate the vessels.
1. IMT understands the situation and will evaluate the vessels on case by case basis with all available information.
2. Clearance will take all the inputs/challenges into account and use the last sire/psc, while screening ( as usual).
3. Operators are encouraged to write to MS Owner interface especially challenges towards extending drydocks etc as
same could be used as additional information while screening (may prevent undue turn down due to lack of
information).
4. Should the situation continue, then IMT is also considering video conferencing in lieu of Operator visits.

Chevron*
We are well aware of the situation and will review overdue SIRE situations on a case by case basis.

Total*
For the moment, our vetting policy is as follows:
•
•

For vessel less than 15 years old, we require a SIRE report done during discharging operations of less than 12
months.
For vessel of 15 years old and above, we require a SIRE report done during discharging operations of less than
6 months.

However, considering the exceptional situation, in order to ensure business continuity, if needed, we will have a more
pragmatic approach.

Ineos*
Should a vessel without a valid SIRE be nominated Ineos will take it on a case-by-case basis and screen providing there
is evidence of attempts to get a SIRE inspection. Ineos will then consider a desk top audit looking for additional
information such as most recent PSC.

Lukoil*
In the light of existing circumstances every tanker’s assessment is handled on case-by-case basis. The decision on
every vessel’s vetting status is based on the analysis of a number of factors, relating to the vessel’s condition.

ENI*
In exceptional circumstances, same level of actions is needed. Therefore, I may tend to say that if Class can post-pone
certificate for 3 months, there should be no problem for us. If you intend and extra 3 months in excess of the
conventional window of -3/+3, we’ll evaluate according to circumstances (i.e. Vessel / Operator’s records, etc.). All,
anyway, based on a certification issued by the Classification Society.

20th March
Repsol*
Apart from a very few exceptions which will be determined case by case. Repsol will not inspect any vessel. Vessels
without a “fresh” SIRE or REPSOL required Inspection will be evaluated case by case based on all available
information. These actions will remain in force from now until Sanitary alert by Covid-19 will cease.

*Received through member
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